INTRODUCTION {#ss1}
============

Connecting the Eye to the Brain: Neural Superposition and the Visual Map {#ss2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Both the camera eye of vertebrates and the compound eye of insects capture a picture of the outside world. The spatial organization of this picture is mapped through axonal projections from the eye into optic ganglia in the brain, a concept called retinotopy. Retinotopic axonal projections thereby map neighboring points in the picture of the world to neighboring synaptic units in the brain. Both vertebrates and insects form such synaptic visual maps of the world in the brain ([Figure 1A--D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Neural superposition is a particular case of visual mapping ([@CIT0003]; [@CIT0036]; [@CIT0097], [@CIT0098], [@CIT0099]) found in the visual systems of some insects of the order Diptera ([@CIT0027]).

![Comparison of visual systems. All light-sensitive elements (retina or rhabdoms) are shown in *blue*, light paths are shown as *dotted red lines*, and axonal connections between the eye and the brain are shown as *solid red lines*. (**A**) The camera eye of vertebrates produces an inverted image on the light-sensitive elements that is transmitted to the brain via optic nerves. (**B**) The apposition eye is the most common diurnal insect eye and produces an upright image on the light-sensitive rhabdoms as well as in the first optic neuropil, the lamina. Note that each individual ommatidium of the compound eye technically produces an inverted image on the rhabdom underneath that lens; however, the rhabdom is a single "fused" light guide for several retinula cells and only contributes a single pixel to the final image that is not further resolved. Apposition eyes are typically optimized for high resolution by "apposing" little overlapping visual fields of neighboring ommatidia based on small apertures and rhabdoms. (**C**) Optic superposition eyes comprise the reflectory and refractory superposition types. Input from several ommatidia is optically superimposed on individual rhabdoms, which increases sensitivity at the expense of resolution, typically in nocturnal insects, e.g., moths. (**D**) Neural superposition retains the high resolution of the apposition eye while increasing sensitivity by combining a number of input channels. This is achieved by separating the light sensitive elements (rhabdomeres) in the rhabdom and precise axonal wiring, as described in detail in [Figures 2--4](#F2 F3 F4){ref-type="fig"}.](NEG-28-216-g001){#F1}

The architectures of insect visual systems can be categorized into three types: apposition, optic superposition, and neural superposition ([@CIT0003]; [@CIT0022]; [@CIT0036]; [@CIT0040]; [@CIT0044]; [@CIT0081]) ([Figure 1B--D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In all three architectures, the light-sensing elements are the rhabdomeres (marked blue in [Figure 1B--D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), morphological specializations of the photoreceptor neurons (retinula cells) under the lens (facet) of a single unit eye (ommatidium) of the compound eye. Most insects have apposition or optic superposition eyes and we need a basic understanding of these types to appreciate neural superposition. Both apposition and optic superposition eyes have a so-called fused rhabdom, i.e., the rhabdomeres of the contributing retinula cells are in direct contact with each other and function as a single, central light guide under the lens. Hence, all retinula cells in an ommatidium with a fused rhabdom receive input from the same field of view ([Figure 1B, C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

The size of the rhabdom and the lens aperture together define the retinula cell's acceptor angle and field of view (dotted lines in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The apposition eye maximizes its spatial resolution when the acceptor angle matches the angle between the individual ommatidia, because then the field of view of each ommatidium directly abuts (apposes) the field of view of the neighboring ommatidium (black dotted lines in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The ommatidia in most diurnal (active during daylight) insects have a small fused rhabdom and a small lens aperture because they do not need high sensitivity and profit from a high spatial resolution. In contrast, optical superposition eyes exhibit an increase of the lens aperture and/or the rhabdom size that leads to overlapping (superimposed) fields of view and a loss in spatial resolution (green dotted lines in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Optic superposition increases sensitivity at the cost of spatial resolution and is an adaptation to nocturnal life and dim light conditions ([@CIT0040]; [@CIT0044]; [@CIT0102]). In both apposition and optic superposition eyes, retinula cells form fused rhabdoms and their axons project as a bundle into the brain where they make connections in the same synaptic unit ([Figure 1B, C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@CIT0051]). These synaptic units are called cartridges ([@CIT0006]). The apposition and optical superposition eyes are classic examples of retinotopy and simple axonal wiring diagrams.

![Limits of the ancestral apposition optics reveal the improvement potential for neural superposition. In an idealized, ancestral apposition eye each ommatidium sees a field of view (**A, B, C**) that directly abuts/apposes the field of view of its neighboring ommatidia. The aperture that defines this field of view only allows for a small maximum size of the light-sensitive rhabdom (*small black disc*). An increase of the rhabdom diameter (*green disc*) causes overlapping, instead of apposing, fields of view (*dotted green light paths*), which increases sensitivity at the expense of resolution. In the idealized (and indeed typical) apposition eye, little or no overlap between neighboring fields of view is preserved by connecting each rhabdom separately to an individual cartridge in the lamina (*black line*) with neighboring rhabdoms connected to neighboring cartridges. Sensitivity can be increased at the expense of resolution by distributing the input channel from a single rhabdom to surrounding cartridges (*green line*), in which case each cartridge receives input from several fields of view (*green* **A,B,C**). Both neural pooling and increased rhabdom size occur in nocturnal insects with typical diurnal apposition eyes. Note that for a given increase in neural pooling, a corresponding increase in rhabdom size will further increase sensitivity without loss of resolution.](NEG-28-216-g002){#F2}

In neural superposition eyes, simple retinotopy of ommatidial axon bundles is replaced by a more complicated wiring diagram that combines individual axon terminals in the brain from retinula cells with the same visual axis in the eye ([Figure 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Remarkably, neural superposition preserves the high resolution of an apposition eye with the same optics, but significantly increases sensitivity ([@CIT0003]; [@CIT0036]; [@CIT0100]). How is that possible? A key to an understanding of neural superposition lies in the optics of the apposition eye ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). As described above, the size of a fused rhabdom in an apposition eye with optimal spatial resolution is limited to a small area that ensures an ommatidial field of view that has little or no overlap with the fields of view of neighboring ommatidia (central black disc/rhabdom in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The small rhabdom size limits photon catch and thus sensitivity. For a given eye size an increase in the rhabdom diameter increases sensitivity at the cost of spatial resolution (green disc/rhabdom in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Neural superposition eyes with the same small aperture utilize this additional space marked by the green disc in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} to increase their sensitivity. To avoid a loss of spatial resolution, the neural superposition eye separates different areas within the area marked by the green disc with separate rhabdomeres ([Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Separated rhabdomeres are also referred to as an open rhabdom and partially or fully open rhabdoms are found in all true flies (Diptera) ([@CIT0014]; [@CIT0066]; [@CIT0096]) ([Figure 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; [Figure 3A, C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Since each of the separated rhabdomeres receive input via a different visual axis (a different point in the environment), neural superposition requires a dramatic rewiring of all axons carrying input from the same visual axis from different ommatidia into the same lamina cartridge ([Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Intermediate solutions suggest an evolutionary path from apposition to neural superposition. (**A**) Principle optics for differently sized open and fused rhabdoms. Note that these optics are based on an ideal apposition eye (as shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) in which the central disc represents the maximal sized rhabdom (*blue* for **A**, *black* for **B**, and *red* for **C**). The *green disc* denotes an enlarged (fused) rhabdom area that leads to increased sensitivity and a loss of resolution, as shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The *green disc* also marks the area in which separate rhabdomeres in an open rhabdom are positioned (*small red, black* and *blue discs*). (**B--G**) Different wiring diagrams underneath the optics shown in (**A**). (**B**) In an idealized apposition eye, small fused rhabdoms receive input from fields of view with little or no overlap (*small blue, black*, and *red discs*) and this information is mapped via single retinula cell axon bundles to neighboring cartridges in the lamina. This type of apposition eye is considered ancestral ([@CIT0064]) and most commonly found in diurnal insects. (**C**) Neural superposition is based on an open rhabdom in which separate rhabdomeres utilizes additional space around the small rhabdom of an equivalent apposition eye (*red, black*, and *blue discs*) and are wired according to their input without loss of resolution. (**D**) An increase in rhabdom size (*green discs*) leads to increased fields of view and a corresponding loss of resolution. Note that each of the axons of different retinula cells in the case of an enlarged fused rhabdom represents input from all overlapping fields of view seen by the big rhabdom. All axons under the big fused rhabdoms (*green*) are therefore colored in a green hue. (**E**) Insects with increased rhabdom size typically exhibit neural pooling in the lamina to further increase sensitivity. This arrangement is, for example, observed in the scorpionfly *Panorpa*, which is considered to represent an ancestral type of the true flies (Diptera) ([@CIT0038]; [@CIT0060]). Note that symmetric neural pooling across all direct neighbors will actually lead to a further loss of resolution compared with the same-sized rhabdom apposition eye shown in (**D**). (**F**) similar to (**E**), but with asymmetric pooling such that cartridges receive preferential input from ommatidia on one side. In this hypothetical arrangement, cartridges still receive input from the same ommatidia with fused rhabdoms, but the input may be weighted differently compared with symmetric pooling such that less input is pooled from ommatidia peripheral to the central field of view. A representative of this arrangement may be the nocturnal bee *Megalopta genalis*, which exhibits increased rhabdom size and in at least one documented case asymmetric pooling of a retinula cell axon ([@CIT0024], [@CIT0024]). (**G**) Asymmetric pooling can be perfectly matched to different input channels, which requires the separation of the light-sensitive rhabdomeres (*red, black*, and *blue discs*). Compared with the large fused rhabdom in (**E**), this arrangement represents a substantial gain of resolution with only minor loss of sensitivity (due to the inter-rhabdomere space). A large variety of types of asymmetric pooling in conjunction with partially or completely open rhabdoms characterize numerous species of the polyphyletic suborder Nematocera ([@CIT0043]; [@CIT0060]), as further discussed in the text and shown in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. Neural superposition can be interpreted as an extreme case of asymmetric pooling, where only a single axon input remains that projects to the particular cartridge collecting input from the same field of view ([@CIT0060]; [@CIT0065]).](NEG-28-216-g003){#F3}

The most common neural superposition eye is found in all advanced flies (suborder *Brachycera*; includes *Drosophila melanogaster*). Here, retinula cells R1--R6 contribute larger, outer rhabdomeres, while R7 and R8 reside in the center and are stacked on top of each other (i.e., they see the same point in space). Since the outer and inner retinula cell rhabdomeres are arranged underneath a single lens, they receive light from seven different points in space ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In *Drosophila*, R1--R6 are the primary motion detectors, whereas R7 and R8 may contribute to motion detection, but primarily transmit color information into the brain ([@CIT0020]; [@CIT0062]; [@CIT0101]; [@CIT0108]). Hence, R1--R6 axons form a primary visual map.

![Mapping of light-sensing rhabdomeres in the eye onto lamina cartridges in the first optic neuropil, the lamina, in neural superposition of advanced flies (Brachycera). (**A**) A single R1 in one ommatidium "sees" the same point in the environment as a single R2 in a neighboring ommatidium, a single R3 in a different neighboring ommatidium, etc. (marked in *red* in the eye). The six R1--R6 rhabdomeres that have the same visual field converge upon the same cartridge in the lamina (*red dot*). (**B**) R1--R6 in a single ommatidium see six different points in space through the separate rhabdomeres (*red*) and a seventh point through the central, stacked R7/R8 rhabdomeres (*blue*). The six R1--R6 input lines from a single ommatidium are separated into six separate cartridges in the lamina (*red dots*).](NEG-28-216-g004){#F4}

The first fascinating aspect of the neural superposition eye is the crystalline precision with which facets and rhabdomeres are arranged to ensure proper function. In the *Drosophila* type of neural superposition, the angle between the visual axes of neighboring R1--R6 rhabdomeres is closely matched by the angle between the facets ([@CIT0003]; [@CIT0036]; [@CIT0037]). Consequently, if an R1 photoreceptor sees a point "A" in the environment, there must be an R2 in exactly one neighboring ommatidium that sees the same point "A" in the environment ([Figures 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In total, there is exactly one R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, and R6 (in six different ommatidia) that sees the same point in space. In all advanced flies R1--R6 are arranged in a trapezoidal pattern ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The summation of independent, parallel input channels with the same visual axis significantly increases sensitivity for the signal from that field of view as described above. Because the number of visual axes as well as the number of cartridges (i.e., pixels of the visual map) are the same in a neural superposition eye and apposition eye of the same size, we think the interpretation that neural superposition increases resolution ([@CIT0063]) is less likely to be the case. Instead, the increased sensitivity afforded by neural superposition is considered to be advantageous under low light conditions ([@CIT0044]) and provides additional parallel input for efficient visual processing of the day-active, fast-flying flies.

How does the precision of the angular arrangement of light-sensitive elements and single eyes in the neural superposition eye translate to the wiring in the brain? Notably, already Vigier and Cajal ([@CIT0006]; [@CIT0099]) observed that the axons from one ommatidium participate in the formation of different optical cartridges. As in the case of the apposition eye, the photoreceptor neurons residing in the same ommatidium form a bundle of their axons that together projects to the brain. In contrast to the apposition eye, these bundles consist of eight input lines that receive input via seven different visual axes ([Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In order for neural superposition to work, the bundle needs to untangle in such a way that precisely those R1--R6 axons from six different ommatidia that receive input through the same visual axis converge upon the same synaptic cartridge (while R7 and R8 project straight through the lamina into a deeper brain area) ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In the case of the well-studied genetic model organism *Drosophila melanogaster*, this means that R1--R6 axons from approximately 800 ommatidia ([@CIT0072]) must unscramble the eye's input by engaging in an enigmatic sorting process that forms a functional visual map. How this sorting process occurs developmentally is the second, and maybe most fascinating aspect of neural superposition. This wiring principle is not strictly retinotopic, since axons from different ommatidia intermingle to innervate synaptic cartridges that represent neighboring points in the visual environment. However, at the level of the visual map, it is beautifully simple: from the perspective of the postsynaptic neurons that receive input from R1--R6 that see the same point "A", it does not matter how the complicated optics and wiring are developmentally resolved. This then is the challenge and the source of the fascination with neural superposition: how could such a complicated wiring pattern evolve, and how is it developmentally realized?

Of Codes and Cues {#ss3}
-----------------

In 1940, Roger Sperry formulated the chemoaffinity theory ([@CIT0061]; [@CIT0086]). The idea that molecules can function as attractive or repulsive cues and direct axon pathfinding by determining axon targets has been hugely influential. Over many years, the idea has developed to include the concept of a molecular code: any given set of distinct attractive or repulsive molecular cues may define where exactly a specific axon will target and form synaptic connection. Neural superposition highlights a key conceptual limitation of this idea. At face value, every single one of the six times 800 axons that form the visual map in, for example, *Drosophila* could theoretically have a target that is determined by a unique molecular code. This seems unlikely: the amount of information needed to encode the six times 800 targets (codes) by distinct molecular cues would be the same as the information required to encode the molecular cues in the first place. In other words, we reason that thousands of distinct molecular codes are a theoretical solution, but not a simplification of the problem how to define thousands of targets; a large number of distinct codes only explains one complicated phenomenon (targeting specificity) with another, equally complicated phenomenon (molecular code specificity). So where is the information coming from? We speculate that the solution may lie in the iterative, self-similar organization of the visual map. We further hope that an understanding of the design principles that underlie such an organization may contribute to our understanding of the general problem of brain wiring by pinpointing rules that are sufficient to robustly establish a precise wiring pattern and thereby specify large numbers of synaptic contacts.

Like most products of evolution, the assembly pathway and final architecture are unlikely to resemble what an engineer would have designed. If the apposition eye can be assumed to be ancestral to the evolution of neural superposition ([@CIT0044]; [@CIT0064]), then it may place constraints on the development of neural superposition. In the following two sections, we will therefore first review current knowledge about the evolutionary origin and existing intermediates between apposition and superposition eyes. In a second part, we will review current knowledge about visual map development for the specific case of neural superposition in *Drosophila*. Finally, we will discuss how the evolutionary constraints may impinge on the mechanisms underlying the developmental program.

THE EVOLUTION OF NEURAL SUPERPOSITION {#ss4}
=====================================

From Apposition to Neural Superposition {#ss5}
---------------------------------------

As described above, the neural superposition arrangement found in advanced flies (suborder Brachycera) requires a fundamental rewiring of the neural connections of the compound eye photoreceptors to the underlying visual neuropils when compared with the arrangement found in most other insects. This poses an intriguing evolutionary problem. For flying insects, a functioning optical system is a survival prerequisite for both the ancestral precursors and for the species with the new trait. A long succession of nonfunctional intermediates is highly unlikely. The trapezoidal rhabdom pattern and its corresponding wiring are shared by all advanced flies, making it likely that the transition to this specific type of neural superposition happened only once early in the evolution of advanced flies ([@CIT0083]) and constitutes an apomorphic trait. It certainly was a very successful adaptation, as the advanced flies subsequently radiated to become the most prominent suborder of Diptera with more than twice as many extant (currently living) families and species as the (paraphyletic) suborder Nematocera, which includes midges and mosquitoes ([@CIT0103]). There are strong indications that other variants of neural superposition have evolved independently within the Nematocera in some mosquitoes (Culicidae) ([@CIT0043]) and march flies (Bibionidae) ([@CIT0109], [@CIT0110]). However, the neuronal morphology and synaptic connectivity has not yet been studied in detail in these cases. In this section, we provide an overview of the current model for the evolution of neural superposition from apposition eyes based on the analyses of extant species.

The fly's visual system is most likely descended from a visual system of the apposition type with a fused rhabdom and retinula cell inputs from each ommatidium into its own individual lamina cartridge ([Figures 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) ([@CIT0032]; [@CIT0064]). As outlined above, this eye type has limited sensitivity and is typically found in diurnal insects. An increase in sensitivity would offer a selective advantage for insects that explore dim light conditions and ultimately adapt to a nocturnal lifestyle. Optical superposition eyes are a widespread solution that mostly increases sensitivity at the expense of spatial resolution, for example, in nocturnal moths ([Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@CIT0044]). Alternative solutions to increase sensitivity at the expense of spatial resolution include an increase of rhabdom size and/or the pooling of inputs from several ommatidia at the level of the lamina ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Remarkably, some grasshoppers can change the diameter of their fused rhabdom in a circadian rhythm more than three-fold ([@CIT0030]; [@CIT0104]; neural pooling was postulated as beneficial for low light activity of insects with apposition-type eyes ([@CIT0102]) and has been used to explain the behavior of night-active bees ([@CIT0024]). Changes in rhabdom size or neural pooling in the lamina favor the co-evolutionary change of the other ([Figure 3D, E](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). An increase in rhabdom size leads to overlapping fields of view; hence, a precise wiring to single cartridges provides little or no advantage ([Figures 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, neural pooling of inputs from several ommatidia also leads to overlapping visual fields and removes the selective advantage of a small rhabdom ([Figure 3E](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). An architecture suitable for symmetric neural pooling through retinula cell axons ([Figure 3E](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) can be found in the scorpionfly *Panorpa* ([@CIT0058]; [@CIT0060]). *Panorpa* could represent the ancestral situation for the Diptera, since the Mecoptera are considered the sister group for Diptera ([@CIT0038]). The compound eyes of Mecoptera have fused rhabdoms ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) ([@CIT0010]).

![Types of neural pooling and rhabdom organization in scorpionflies and true flies. (A) Classes of neural pooling and neural superposition in extant (currently living) scorpionflies (Mecoptera), and true flies (Diptera). Class I: Symmetric neural pooling by collaterals of retinula cell axons with no preferential orientation. Class II: Asymmetric neural pooling by collaterals of retinula axons with preferential orientations to neighboring cartridges, as described in Nematocera for Tipulidae ([@CIT0065]) and Chaoboridae ([@CIT0060]). Every retinula axon innervates more than one target cartridge. Class IIIA: Neural superposition as found in advanced flies (Brachycera), including *Drosophila*. Retinula cell axons directly connect to one target cartridge without entering the cartridge of origin. Class IIIB: Neural superposition as found in the dorsal eyes of *Bibio marci* males ([@CIT0109], [@CIT0110]). Retinula cell axons innervate their specific target cartridge by collaterals while remaining associated with the cartridge of origin. (B) Overview of the rhabdom architectures and their known or predicted neural processing and general lifestyle in Mecoptera and Diptera. Transitions to partially and fully open rhabdom architectures have developed in several branches of the Nematocera and the full range of optical and neural solutions can be found even within a single family (Culicidae). Dipteran rhabdom drawings for Nematocera are based on ([@CIT0042]; [@CIT0066]; [@CIT0078]) and for Mecoptera on ([@CIT0010]). The information for the known or predicted neural processing type is taken from ([@CIT0058]) (Mecoptera), ([@CIT0060]) (Tipulidae, Culicomorpha), ([@CIT0043]) (Anopheles gambiae and Toxorhynchites brevipalpis) and ([@CIT0109], [@CIT0110]) (Bibio marci).](NEG-28-216-g005){#F5}

The theory of the evolution of neural superposition through neural pooling for night vision was initiated by Shaw and Meinertzhagen ([@CIT0052]; [@CIT0082]), has been elaborated in detail by [@CIT0065], and corroborated, among others, by [@CIT0043] and is summarized by [@CIT0066]. In low light situations it is advantageous to sacrifice spatial resolution for sensitivity. For the many species of Nematocera that are nocturnal or active during twilight (crepuscular) this clearly constitutes a favorable adaptation. Optical indications for eyes that would allow neural pooling can be found in many nematoceran groups ([@CIT0042]; [@CIT0065]). In many groups, neuronal structures suitable for neural pooling have been found in the form of photoreceptor axon collaterals that extend into neighboring cartridges ([Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, Class II) ([@CIT0043]; [@CIT0060]; [@CIT0110]; [@CIT0059]). In the phantom midge *Chaoborus crystallinus*, the synaptic connections in the lamina neuropil analyzed from EM serial sections reveal that each of the retinula cells R1--R6 provides inputs to four neighboring cartridges in a clearly defined pattern through collateral fibers ([@CIT0060]). The capacity for neural pooling may constitute the first step in the transition from an apposition eye to the neural superposition eye.

Neural pooling in the lamina is linked to the evolutionary separation of rhabdomeres. All neural superposition eyes have an open rhabdom. Open rhabdoms have evolved at least five times independently ([@CIT0066]). The gene *eyes shut*/s*pacemaker (eys)* encodes an extracellular protein that plays a key role in the formation of the open rhabdom. *eys* mutants exhibit a fused rhabdom, providing a genetic basis and potential evolutionary handle for the transformation of fused to open rhabdoms ([@CIT0111]). Among the mosquitoes, *Anopheles gambiae* lacks *eys* expression, has a fused rhabdom, and is nocturnal; in contrast, the large diurnal *Toxorhynchites brevipalpis* expresses *eys*, and has both an open rhabdom and neural superposition wiring ([@CIT0043]). However, without neuronal rewiring in the lamina, the actions of *eys* would degrade the high spatial resolution of an apposition eye, as the separation of visual inputs of the single retinula cells results in a bigger visual field per ommatidium, and all this information would be fed into just one input channel (the corresponding lamina cartridge). It is therefore likely that neural pooling preceded the opening of the rhabdom in all cases of its convergent evolution.

Numerous intermediates of partially to fully separated rhabdomeres can be found in beetles, heteropteran bugs, earwigs, and of course flies; interestingly, they all have in common a separation of a central pair of retinula cells from six peripheral ones. This arrangement can be used to combine vision with high spatial resolution through the central rhabdomeres and vision with increased sensitivity by adding the peripheral photoreceptors through the use of an adjustable aperture ([@CIT0065]). An adjustable pigment aperture is found in all four insects studied by [@CIT0065]. It is typically regulated in a circadian rhythm that opens the aperture at night, thereby exposing all rhabdomeres to increase sensitivity at the expense of resolution, and closes the aperture during the day, thereby increasing spatial resolution at the expense of sensitivity. Typically, the rhabdom has the ability to move down when the aperture is narrowed, consistent with a reduced field of view for increased spatial resolution ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These mechanisms make sense of the commonly found separation of central from peripheral rhabdomeres in non-neural superposition eyes with open rhabdoms. Further consistent with this mechanism, the tenebrionid beetle and the earwig exhibit a circle of fused outer rhabdomeres, while the central rhabdomeres are separated from the outer ones ([@CIT0065]).

The idea of separate input channels for daylight vision (photopic) and night vision (scotopic) was originally suggested by Hanström (1927), subsequently described for the aquatic bug ([@CIT0034]) and related to the "long visual fibers" (R7/8) and "short visual fibers" (R1--R6) ([@CIT0051]; [@CIT0088]). The idea implies that the central rhabdomeres are responsible for high-resolution daytime vision, whereas the peripheral R1--R6 are recruited as additional detectors for low-resolution night vision. This functional separation may be different from advanced flies like *Drosophila*, in which R7/8 have a key role in color vision while R1--R6 are prominently implicated in motion detection. If the photopic/scotopic detection configuration represents an ancestral stage to neural superposition in advanced flies, then the new functional roles or R7/8 in advanced flies may be a secondary development ([@CIT0084]).

The transition from fully fused rhabdoms to the open rhabdoms with two central retinula cells frequently found in Nematocera also marks a change from a cylindrical rhabdom shape to a filled cone shape that can collect light over a significantly wider angle ([@CIT0041], [@CIT0042]). The open rhabdom of Brachycera is again cylindrical, but with the rhabdomeres of the retinula cells fully separated over their entire length by the extracellular space created by the actions of *eys* ([@CIT0111]). This extracellular space may have first arisen in the proximal (lower) parts of conical rhabdoms as found in many nematoceran groups ([@CIT0078]) to generate a wider lower cone diameter before fully separating the rhabdomeres throughout the whole rhabdom.

The open rhabdom architecture profits from asymmetric projections of retinula cell axons to the lamina ([Figure 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [3G](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). If symmetric pooling of retinula cell axons, as seems to be the case in the scorpionfly *Panorpa* ([Figures 3E](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [5A, B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), is ancestral, then the emergence of open rhabdoms may coincide with asymmetric pooling ([Figure 3F, G](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [5A, B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, aquatic Hemiptera have open rhabdoms and branched retinula cell axons that project to cartridges on one side of the cartridge directly underneath the ommatidium from which the axon derived ([@CIT0051]; [@CIT0088]; [@CIT0105]). The symmetric pooling found in *Panorpa* and the asymmetric pooling in Nematocera indicates a transition from an initial symmetrical neural pooling situation ([Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, Class I) to asymmetrical neural pooling ([Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, Class II). Such a transition may have initially come about to facilitate axon targeting in larger pooling fields, in keeping with the longer collaterals found in Nematocera.

The separation of rhabdomeres and asymmetric pooling in the lamina to match the spatially restricted input hence appear to be co-evolutionary traits ([Figure 3F, G](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). However, it is not clear whether the separation of the rhabdomeres or the asymmetric pooling occurred first. Separation of central from outer rhabdomeres together in the presence of symmetric pooling can provide a selection advantage when combined with the adjustable pigment aperture ([@CIT0065]). On the other hand, asymmetric pooling even without separation of rhabdomeres changes the weights of input channels, such that cartridges receive more input from the associated ommatidium and its direct neighbors and less from further removed neighbors than in the case of symmetric pooling (PRH, unpublished) ([Figure 3F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). An example of this arrangement may be the nocturnal bee *Megalopta genalis*, which exhibits increased rhabdom size and, in at least one documented case, asymmetric pooling of a retinula cell axon ([@CIT0024], [@CIT0023]). Within the Nematocera many species exhibit fused, partially or fully open rhabdoms that are correlated with their nocturnal or diurnal lifestyle ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) ([@CIT0042]; [@CIT0078]). Whereas an open rhabdom would be disadvantageous in a conventionally wired eye of the apposition type, it is advantageous in an asymmetric neural pooling visual system. Here, spatial resolution can be increased by the presence of partially or fully open rhabdoms, because the visual fields become more defined if the pooled retinula cells share similar optical orientations ([@CIT0066]). A subsequent further reduction of retinula cell inputs to only those with identical optical axes leads to neural superposition ([Figures 3G](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Such a design is advantageous for the diurnal lifestyle that is found in most brachyceran species. In addition to the neural superposition eyes of brachycerans, similar transitions have taken place at least twice more in different nematoceran groups, the Bibionidae ([@CIT0109]) and the Culicidae ([@CIT0043]) in combination with a diurnal lifestyle ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The asymmetric neural pooling systems of ommatidia with partially open rhabdoms found in many extant Nematocera can therefore be assumed to reflect the ancestral conditions for the development of neural superposition in the Brachycera.

The main lamina neuron cell types found in the visual systems of Nematocera and of brachyceran flies are very similar ([@CIT0017]; [@CIT0059]; [@CIT0110]). Changes in function have arisen at the level of synaptic connectivity, not through the creation of new cell types ([@CIT0084]; [@CIT0085]). This conservation of cell types and of the overall architecture of the ommatidia as well as of the lamina cartridges made it possible that the ancestral and the derived states (i.e., the apposition eye and the neural superposition eye) look anatomically very similar even though they are fundamentally different. This apparent similarity masks the extent of changes that were necessary in between, but these evolutionary intermediates can be appreciated in the Nematocera. It is interesting to note that in the evolution of all known neural superposition solutions found in the Diptera the intermediate between two visual systems of high spatial resolution (apposition and neural superposition) is very likely an evolutionarily favored system of low spatial resolution.

In summary, the apposition eye likely evolved into the radically different wiring of the neural superposition eye through three distinct steps: (1) increase of sensitivity through neural pooling (advantageous in dim light and for nocturnal life style; [Figure 3D--E](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), (2) the emergence of asymmetric pooling and the opening of the rhabdom ([Figure 3F--G](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), and (3) the restriction of neural pooling to increase spatial resolution for those insects that returned to a diurnal life style ([Figure 3G, C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Neural superposition resulted from the co-evolution of the separation of rhabdomeres and the restriction of neural pooling in nocturnal insects that came back to the light.

The Trapezoid Question {#ss6}
----------------------

The rhabdomeres of all brachyceran flies, but no other extant Diptera, are arranged in a distinctive asymmetric trapezoidal pattern ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The trapezoidal pattern is matched by the retinula axon redistribution to the lamina cartridges ([@CIT0055]; [@CIT0084]; [@CIT0085]). The pattern is not only shared by all extant members of the Brachycera, but can already be found in a 45-million-years old sample ([@CIT0089]). This observation supports existing ideas about the conservation of the cellular organization of the fly eye and the underlying neural superposition from early on in the evolution of the Brachycera ([@CIT0083]). This distinctive rhabdomere distribution pattern has become a popular model for planar cell polarity ([@CIT0015]; [@CIT0077]; [@CIT0107]) as it can be easily recognized by the R3/R4 cell asymmetry in the ommatidia ([Figures 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

![Comparison of the orientations of ommatidia and rhabdoms in Brachycera and the phantom midge *Chaoborus crystallinus* (Culicomorpha). (A) *Chaoborus crystallinus* (Melzer, R.R and Zimmerman, T. unpublished result) (B) Brachycera. Positions of peripheral retinula cells R1--R6 are shown as round dots and the orientation of the cell body of R7 relative to its contribution to the central rhabdomere is shown as a line. The orientation of R7 shows that the ommatidia of Brachycera and Chaoborus differ in their orientations by 30°. Hence, the arrangement in (B) can be obtained by rotating (A) 30° and rearranging the rhabdomeres in a trapezoidal position. Note that adjacent ommatidia align horizontally in Chaoborus and many other Nematocera (A), but vertically in all Brachycera (B). These horizontal and vertical ommatidial alignments are highlighted by bold black hexagons. Retinula cell identities are shown below.](NEG-28-216-g006){#F6}

An asymmetric pattern does not constitute a prerequisite for neural superposition, as evidenced by the existing symmetrical rhabdomere distributions of Bibionidae and Toxorhynchites ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The distinctive brachyceran rhabdomere pattern could be linked to the following finding: In the brachyceran compound eye the ommatidia are generally positioned along different axes than in Nematocera. This is due to the fact that, relative to the orientation in many insect orders and also still in their nematoceran sister group, the facet eyes in brachyceran flies are arranged with a 30° difference of the axes ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Ommatidial rows in Nematocera are arranged horizontally (as is also the case in many other insect groups like bees and locusts) and in Brachycera vertically ([@CIT0029]; [@CIT0039]), at least in small eyes like those of *Drosophila* and in the anterior regions of bigger eyes like *Musca* ([@CIT0004]; [@CIT0087]). This 30°-axis difference is not a repositioning of the whole eye relative to the head, but it happens inside the organ at the level of the single ommatidia. Taking the eye equator (the line of mirror symmetry between the dorsal and ventral halves of the eye) as reference for the ommatidial orientation, this is evident in the positions of the single retinula cells which are different at least between the nematoceran *Chaoborus* (Melzer, R.R and Zimmerman, T., unpublished result) and Brachycera. A partial rotation of the whole ommatidial unit relative to its immediate surroundings and neighboring ommatidia could therefore have been the initial cause for the distortion of the rhabdomere positions into the distinctive trapezoidal pattern of brachyceran eyes ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEURAL SUPERPOSITION {#ss7}
=======================================

The fly eye has served for decades as a powerful model for the study of cell specification, organ development, and pattern formation, which are extensively discussed elsewhere ([@CIT0001]; [@CIT0007]; [@CIT0008]; [@CIT0074]; [@CIT0095]; [@CIT0106], [@CIT0107]). Here, we will focus on the basic principles that set the stage for neural superposition wiring as it is found in Brachycera and best studied in the genetic model organism *Drosophila melanogaster*.

Axon Pathfinding from the Eye to the Lamina {#ss8}
-------------------------------------------

The morphogenesis of the developing eye disc orchestrates the initial timing of axonal connections between the eye and lamina. Retinula cells differentiate and pattern the fly eye in a temporal wave. A morphogenetic furrow sweeps across the developing eye disc during larval stages, patterning the hexagonal array of the compound eye in its wake. The photoreceptor neuron R8 differentiates first, followed sequentially by the pairs R2/R5, R3/R4, R1/R6, and eventually R7. The differentiation process of all cells from the posterior to the anterior margin takes around 2 days ([@CIT0074]; [@CIT0092]; [@CIT0106]).

Retinula cells send out axonal processes shortly after differentiation beginning with R8 and followed by all other subtypes ([@CIT0092]). The axons are subsequently ensheathed by glia cells that divide the axons in ommatidial bundles ([@CIT0053]). Each retinula cell axon bundle twists 180° between the retina and lamina plexus such that the axon terminals are 180° degrees rotated relative to their arrangement when leaving the ommatidium. This bundle rotation is very precise and clockwise for the right eye from the dorsal retina, counterclockwise from the ventral retina, and vice versa for the left eye ([@CIT0003]; [@CIT0053]; [@CIT0093]). The axons terminate between two layers of glia cells where their growth cones form the lamina plexus ([@CIT0013]; [@CIT0018]; [@CIT0068]). The lamina plexus will give rise to the lamina neuropil, where R1--R6 establish the visual map through synaptic connections with lamina neurons ([@CIT0005]; [@CIT0100]). R7 and R8 axons project through the lamina into the deeper medulla neuropil, where they terminate in the layers that in the adult will become M6 and M3, respectively ([@CIT0017]).

Several molecular cues have been identified that are required for the correct targeting of R1--R6 in the lamina and R7/R8 in the medulla. For example, the ubiquitin-specific protease Nonstop is required for the development of the glial cells that provide the initial R1--R6 target ([@CIT0047]; [@CIT0068]). On R1--R6 growth cones, the receptor tyrosine phosphatase PTP69D is required for correct targeting ([@CIT0021]). The nuclear protein Brakeless functions in all retinula cells and represses the function of the transcription factor Runt in R2 and R5. Interestingly, loss of this repression in only these two retinula cells is sufficient to mistarget all R1--R6 to the medulla ([@CIT0016]; [@CIT0035]; [@CIT0071]; [@CIT0079]; [@CIT0090]). Together, these studies reveal a hierarchical dependence of retinula cell--glia and retinula cell--retinula cell interactions that determine the initial axon targeting to the lamina.

Rows of retinula cell axons arrive sequentially in the optic lobe, in the wake of the developmental wave of retinula cell differentiation in the eye disc. The axon bundles thereby establish a grid that represents a prerequisite for subsequent visual map formation. It is not entirely clear how each row of retinula cell bundles defasciculates from the optic stalk in an evenly spaced manner to form a precisely patterned rhomboidal grid ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This grid is established by the photoreceptors themselves and not the lamina neurons, since the arriving bundles induce the initiation of differentiation of lamina neurons through the secretion of Hedgehog ([@CIT0033]). However, glia play a critical role in the targeting of the bundles and probably in the establishment of the grid ([@CIT0025]). In the lamina plexus, R1--R6 axons defasciculate and extend into lamina cartridges where they find their synaptic partners, the lamina neurons ([Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). The rhomboidal grid is a prerequisite for this sorting process of R1--R6 growth cones to establish neural superposition.

![Development of neural superposition axon projection pattern as observed in *Drosophila*. (**A**) Retinula cell axons arrive in the optic lobe during a temporal wave in the wake of photoreceptor differentiation in the developing eye disc ([@CIT0092]; [@CIT0106], [@CIT0107]). The intermediate target for retinula axons are two layers of glial cells in the optic lobe. (**B**) The arrival of retinula axon bundles is followed by a lateral growth cone sorting process. The growth cones form a new layer perpendicular to the axons, between the layers of glia cells, called the lamina plexus. Sorting the correct R1--R6 growth cones with the same field of view from six different ommatidia predetermines synaptic partners ([@CIT0013]; [@CIT0028]). (**C**) After growth cone sorting into cartridges that receive input from the same field of view, each retinula terminal elongates proximally for up to 30 μm ([@CIT0053]). (**D**) Lastly, synapses form between the postsynaptic lamina monopolar cells (*red*) and the presynaptic retinula cell columns (*blue*), obeying a minimal spacing rule ([@CIT0054]).](NEG-28-216-g007){#F7}

R1--R6 Growth Cone Sorting in the Lamina Plexus {#ss9}
-----------------------------------------------

The arrival of ommatidial axon bundles in the lamina plexus marks the end of photoreceptor target finding in the case of the apposition eye. In contrast, in the neural superposition eye, the most important and least understood developmental process is about to begin: How do thousands of R1--R6 growth cones leave their origination bundle to identify new targets in other cartridges, thereby exchanging growth cones with neighboring cartridges? This enigmatic shuffling process has fascinated scientists for decades ([@CIT0012]; [@CIT0018]; [@CIT0028]; [@CIT0031]; [@CIT0053]; [@CIT0094]).

As described above, rows of axons arrive in a temporal wave in the lamina plexus throughout larval development and into the first day of pupal development. However, it is unclear how long the developmental wave persists in the lamina plexus. Cross-sectional images of growth cones in the lamina plexus after 20% of pupal development (P + 20%) reveal no morphological differences between growth cones from axons that arrived earlier or later during development ([@CIT0028]; [@CIT0076]). Based on this observation, it has been argued that the growth cone sorting process that establishes neural superposition in the lamina plexus occurs synchronously for all retinula cells ([@CIT0076]). This important notion implies a break of the asymmetry of the temporal wave after axon arrival and a transition to synchronous morphogenesis of the growth cone sorting process. The precise time point or mechanism of this asymmetry break has not been determined and it is unclear whether it applies equally to all photoreceptors and lamina neurons involved in the establishment of neural superposition.

R1--R6 growth cone shapes have first been described for different developmental stages using transmission electron microscopy and reviewed extensively by [@CIT0053]. According to ultrastructural analyses, only few morphological changes are apparent between P + 12.5% and P + 24.5%. Between P + 25% and P + 32% filopodial extensions become more pronounced and especially R3 elongates rather suddenly in the direction of its distinct trajectory. At P + 50% distinct cartridges are apparent in the ultrastructure ([@CIT0053]). A more recent analysis of R1--R6 growth cone shapes at distinct time points in fixed preparations by [@CIT0076] revealed a clear, subtype-specific polarization of the growth cones starting at P + 20%. According to this study, growth cones first polarize and subsequently begin to extend to their targets around P + 32%.

Mutant analyses in *Drosophila* have provided key insights into the establishment of neural superposition. [@CIT0012] showed that the bundle rotation predetermines the growth cone trajectories, as evidenced by the following analyses of mutant phenotypes. In the *frizzled* mutant, individual ommatidia are rotated by 180°. Remarkably, this ommatidial rotation results in a perfect 180° rotation of the trapezoidal projection trajectories of R1--R6. This important experiment revealed that the projection direction is autonomously encoded by the orientation of the bundle, i.e., not determined by other growth cones in the lamina plexus. In contrast, in *nemo* mutants, in which ommatidia are rotated up to 45°, no corresponding angular change of R1--R6 growth cone trajectories was observed ([@CIT0012]). This experiment suggests that the target grid in the lamina plexus places constraints on the orientation of the trapezoidal R1--R6 growth cone trajectories; it may allow a full 180° flip, but no partial rotations (compare [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Further mutational analyses in the same study revealed a dependency of R1, R2, R5, and R6 targeting on R3 and R4, whereas R3 and R4 themselves target independently of R1 and R6. In contrast, R2 and R5 targeting seemed to be affected by loss of R1 and R6 ([@CIT0012]). These findings suggest a hierarchical pattern formation process, the rules of which remain unresolved.

Since these seminal studies, numerous mutants, predominantly affecting cell adhesion molecules, have been identified that are required for R1--R6 sorting in the lamina plexus, including N-Cadherin ([@CIT0045]), D-Lar ([@CIT0011]; [@CIT0049]), the protocadherin Flamingo ([@CIT0046]; [@CIT0080]), among numerous others (reviewed in [@CIT0025]; [@CIT0048]; [@CIT0091]). Of these, arguably the most informative studies for our understanding of the development of neural superposition come from studies by Clandinin and colleagues on the protocadherin Flamingo. Individual R1--R6 cells that lack Flamingo exhibit surprisingly normal targeting behavior if they are surrounded by wild type cells. In contrast, wild type growth cones neighboring the *flamingo* mutant growth cones exhibit specific mistargeting defects ([@CIT0009]). These findings indicate that the precise trajectory of growth cone polarization and targeting is nonautonomously determined by the neighboring growth cones in the origination bundle. This idea was recently developed further to include the concept of a network of differential adhesion through differential levels of Flamingo both within the same growth cone as well as between ommatidial bundles ([@CIT0076]).

Mutant analyses of several other cell adhesion molecules reveal partially penetrant phenotypes for several steps of the developmental program ([Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). These include a cell-autonomous role for Dlar, Liprin-alpha, and N-Cadherin in R1--R6 targeting ([@CIT0011]; [@CIT0049]; [@CIT0069]; [@CIT0070]). None of these studies suggested a molecular code for target matching, while they are consistent with an iterative pattern formation process ([@CIT0008]). The precise role of interactions between R1--R6 growth cones and postsynaptic lamina neurons is unknown. However, at least one secreted protein, the anaplastic lymphome kinase (alk) ligand Jelly Belly (Jeb), has been characterized that anterogradely signals to lamina neurons and is required for R1--R6 targeting ([@CIT0002]). How these different molecular signaling events interplay to set up the dynamic interplay of R1--R6 growth cone sorting remains unclear.

R1--R6 Growth Cone Sorting Predetermines Synaptic Columns and Partners {#ss10}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

At P + 40% R1--R6 growth cones have established contact with their target cartridges ([@CIT0053]; [@CIT0076]). While the entire preceding sorting process occurred in a two-dimensional array, R1--R6 growth cones now commence a "dive in" process that creates tubular columns perpendicular to the lamina plexus. During this column formation process, each R1--R6 growth cone in the correct target cartridge elongates through the proximal glia cell layer toward the center of the brain. The final R1--R6 terminals exhibit a column length of ∼25 μm. The fate of the original lamina plexus, which remains distal to the expanding columns in the lamina, has received comparably little attention and its adult function, if any, is unknown.

In the final arrangement, R1--R6 form a more (e.g., *Calliphora*) or less (e.g., *Drosophila*) circular arrangement of R1--R6 in the periphery of the cartridge while the main postsynaptic lamina neurons L1 and L2 reside in the cartridge center ([Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). R1--R6 are organized in stereotypic rotational sequence R1-2-3-4-5-6 as determined in 1970 through the precise reconstruction of hundreds of retinula cell axons in *Calliphora* ([@CIT0031]). Similarly, perfect stereotypy was revealed through dye labeling of all retinula cells in an ommatidium of the house fly Musca domestica ([@CIT0067]). In addition, the apparent stereotypic arrangement of L3 between R5 and R6 in the lamina column further supports a stereotypic arrangement of all cartridge elements ([@CIT0055]; [@CIT0073]). Since the R1--R6 in a cartridge represent input from the same field of view, it is not entirely clear whether such stereotypy has a functional significance.

The stereotypic arrangement of six terminals per cartridge is altered at the equator that separates the axonal projections from the dorsal and ventral half of the eye. On each side of the equator reside two rows of cartridges with eight terminals and one with seven terminals per cartridge ([@CIT0003]; [@CIT0031]). It has therefore been argued that the equator is a region of increased sensitivity ([@CIT0026]). R1--R6 terminals in equatorial cartridges with 7 or 8 terminals per cartridge are also arranged in a stereotypic rotational organization with a characteristic complement of terminals ([@CIT0031]). Interestingly, [@CIT0031] also found that within a population of 650 R1--R6 axon terminals, not a single one projected to the wrong cartridge. In contrast, 10 of these 650 exhibited misplacements in the rotational organization within the correct cartridge, most of which occurred around the equator. Further analyses of more than 500 R1--R6 axon terminals around the equator in another single *Calliphora* specimen revealed an increased error rate specifically at places where the equator is not a straight line ([@CIT0050]). Based on these seminal studies, [@CIT0050] concluded that these errors reveal simple rules for the sorting of R1--R6 in cartridges that are not consistent with a rigid specification of terminal location.

The columnar cartridge organization has recently been described in terms of a quantitative model for "wiring economy" ([@CIT0073]). The placement of neurons in a lamina cartridge can be explained by minimizing lengths of connections between neurons and preventing them from taking the same physical space (volume exclusion) through optimization of a cost function that takes into consideration wiring economy and volume exclusion. [@CIT0073] argue that R1--R6 should occupy the periphery of the cartridge to minimize obstruction of other neuronal connections due to their larger diameter. Since R1--R6 terminals form more synapses with L1 and L2 than any other cells, the wiring economy model offers a plausible explanation why L1 and L2 are in the center of the cartridge.

L1 and L2 extend numerous filopodia that intercalate between the R1--R6 columns and initiate synapse formation ([@CIT0053]; [@CIT0056]) ([Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Synapse formation is characterized by the appearance of presynaptic densities, so-called "T-bars," which become apparent in the ultrastructure only after P + 50% ([@CIT0053]). In the adult visual map, each R1--R6 columnar terminal forms approximately 50 synapses ([@CIT0054]; [@CIT0057]). R1--R6 form so-called tetrad synapses in which each presynaptic site is opposed by four postsynaptic spines. The assembly sequence of these tetrad synapses follows a distinct sequence and always includes at least one L1 and one L2 ([@CIT0054]; [@CIT0055]; [@CIT0056]). The synapses obey a spacing rule that ensures that in wild type each synaptic contact site is on average at least 1 μm apart from any other synapse ([@CIT0054]). Other postsynaptic cell types include amacrine cells and lamina widefield neurons, but their role in the development of neural superposition is unclear.

The assembly sequence of R1--R6 tetrad synapses is invariable and precise with respect to the cell types involved ([@CIT0056]). However, mutant analyses have revealed that the synapse formation program is blind with respect to whether the preceding growth cone sorting is correct or faulty ([@CIT0028]). Specifically, individual R1--R6 terminals in adult cartridges that formed after incorrect growth cone sorting still form on average the correct number of synapses. Since L1 and L2 initiate synapse formation through the extension of filopodial contact with R1--R6 it is conceivable that either the lamina neurons or the photoreceptors determine this precise number of synapses. This question has been addressed through the analysis of mis-wired cartridges. Such cartridges in different mutants may contain as few as one or more than ten retinula cell terminals. The precise number of synapses per retinula cell terminal is independent of such flawed cartridge compositions ([@CIT0028]). Synapse number per R1--R6 terminal has also been analyzed in cartridges of systematically different composition in the wild type ([@CIT0019]). Together, these findings support the idea that synapse formation is a genetically separable developmental program that is based on cell types present in cartridges, but blind toward the earlier growth cone sorting process and with respect to the retinula cell number or subtypes in a cartridge. The same study also showed that this synapse formation program is unaffected by the loss of electrical or synaptic activity. Hence, the primary *Drosophila* visual map is an example for a genetically "hard-wired" brain region and neural circuit ([@CIT0028]), even though individual synaptic structures undergo plastic changes, e.g., in response to light ([@CIT0075]).

Evolutionary lessons for the development of neural superposition {#ss11}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Extensive anatomical and genetic studies on the development of neural superposition have revealed a series of genetically separable steps ([Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}):

1.  axon pathfinding from the eye to the lamina occurs in a temporal wave until P + 20%,

2.  growth cone sorting occurs laterally, perpendicular to the original axon bundles, in the lamina plexus layer between P + 20% and P + 40%,

3.  retinula cell growth cones elongate proximally to form columns, and lamina neurons initiate synaptic partner selection after P + 35%,

4.  synapses form between P + 55% and eclosion.

Of these four steps, numbers (1) and (2) are genetically separated in mutants of guidance receptors/cell adhesion molecules (e.g., *flamingo*). Similarly, steps (2) and (4) are genetically separated by numerous mutants; to our knowledge, all neural superposition mutants analyzed to date ultrastructurally still have tetrad synapses. These findings give rise to the idea that the seemingly complicated developmental program underlying the synapse-specific wiring of neural superposition is encoded by the concatenation of much simpler genetically encoded developmental subprograms ([@CIT0008]; [@CIT0028]). Of these subprograms, step (2), the lateral sorting of growth cones in the lamina, predetermines synaptic partners. This makes sense in light of the evolutionary origin: growth cone sorting is a process that has been intercalated in the series of developmental steps in the neural superposition eye during its evolution from the apposition eye, which develops through steps (1), (3), and (4) only.

As described above, neural superposition most likely evolved through transition from apposition eyes through neural pooling in the lamina. In Diptera, neural pooling manifests itself as lateral filopodial connections between R1--R6 terminals. Neural pooling variants that may resemble ancestral retinula cell wiring can be found in Nematocera ([@CIT0043]; [@CIT0060]) ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Is neural pooling the evolutionary ancestor of lateral growth cone sorting in the lamina plexus? The development of the lateral filopodial connections in non-fly species has, to our knowledge, not been studied. However, individual long filopodia of R1--R6 growth cones between P + 20% and P + 35% that span up to two cartridge diameters have been described based on ultrastructural analyses in *Drosophila* ([@CIT0053]). [@CIT0043] point out the difference between collateral extension between retinula cell terminals in Nematocera as opposed to the redistribution of axons out of the bundle into neighboring cartridges seen in *Drosophila*. However, it remains tempting to speculate that developmental filopodial dynamics seen in *Drosophila* resemble the existing neural pooling structures in Nematocera.

A second important evolutionary lesson regards the trapezoidal arrangement of the R1--R6 growth cones. A hexagonal arrangement of neural superposition wiring in the lamina may be ancestral to the trapezoidal projections found in Brachycera. The trapezoidal arrangement may be a secondary consequence of a 30° difference in ommatidial alignment that exists between Nematocera (which have the original orientation) and advanced flies (which have a changed orientation). In this hypothetical model, neural superposition in advanced flies evolved first through neural pooling in the lamina, second through opening of the rhabdom and asymmetric restriction of filopodial connections in the lamina, and third through ommatidial rotation, which would require a trapezoidal correction of filopodial contacts in the lamina. We note that this model is currently only a speculation as the correct order of steps around the ommatidial rotation remains unresolved and the trapezoidal pattern may also have arisen prior to the restriction of filopodial connections. However, the proposed series of evolutionary steps makes testable predictions for developmental constraints. For example, based on this model, we propose that any set of rules that governs the R1--R6 growth cone sorting process in neural superposition should be consistent with and adaptable to a sorting process in either hexagonal or trapezoidal arrangements. An understanding of the development of neural superposition in light of its evolution thereby may offer a unique opportunity to understand the rules that determine synapse- specific connectivity in this system.

Lastly, a more general lesson concerns the rules underlying brain wiring across species. The evolutionary and developmental mechanisms described in this review provide examples for how seemingly complex architectures can arise through simple, genetically encoded rules. Such rules must be consistent in both the evolutionary and developmental context. For example, a transition from symmetric to asymmetric pooling in the visual map must be evolutionarily selectable and realizable in the framework of the developmental process that established neural pooling in the first place. Maybe not surprisingly, neural pruning is a major pattern formation process found in the refinement of sensory maps and other neural circuitry throughout the animal kingdom. If the beautiful pattern formation processes in the visual systems of insects are any indication, then sculpting of neural circuitry through hierarchical, interdependent, and iterative pattern formation processes may not be an exception, but a basic principle underlying brain development.
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